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President’s Message
Articles

Hi all, well not a lot to report on this quarter as not a
lot of events happening however we have had pretty
regular monthly Zoom meetings. I would encourage
people to attend these as our turnout hasn’t been
the greatest. This is our club. Attendance at the
meetings allows us to move forward in a more vibrant and fun way as we explore new ideas for the
club. I know a couple of new members have benefited from these meetings as they have learned of
some people available to help work on their cars. I
have an excellent carb guy if you need. We've discussed possibly a new meeting hall and we were
hoping to have one for an in person meeting in December however that did not come to fruition. The
nasty weather didn’t help. We will pursue that further in the new year. We are pursuing a new hall as
the Cloverdale rec centre is closing earlier due to
Covid protocol and a lack of staff so there is not
enough time for our meeting.
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PLEASE NOTE: The executive voted at our meeting to
move the start time for future meetings to 7:00 PM
from 7:30. That will also include Zoom meetings.
Please make a note of that.
We are planning on having an in person meeting,
hopefully coupled with a Zoom, in January when we
will be having our regular monthly meeting along
with our annual AGM. A new member has offered his
facility to host that meeting in January. Stay tuned
for my email in January as to the location. Please
note that the January club meeting which should be

Please welcome the following new members to
the club:

Andrew and Amy Olive who live in Washington
State and have a Silver Birch GT6.

(Continued on page 3)
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The Standard 8, 10 and Pennant
Growing up in England in the late fifties and early
sixties, the Standard 8 and 10 was a fairly common
sight. It surprised me to learn that quite number of
these were exported to North America, the 10 being
marketed as a Triumph 10, due to the success of the
TR3. It was sometimes (unofficially) referred to as a
TR10. This article is reproduced from an older Tri-

1955 Standard 8

umph World and has been edited very slightly. Ed.
The British public of the 1950s were demanding a
cheaper route into motor car ownership, and since
they provided a huge target market, it was not a demand to be ignored lightly. Sir John Black, Standard's
mercurial leader, didn't want to build just `a' small
car, he wanted to build ‘the' small car and decided
that the company must aim to build the cheapest
available. To do this, Standard took the bravo decision not to rework any components from the Van-

guard and Mayflower, but instead to engineer a complete package from scratch.
Ted Grinham was the Director of Engineering responsible. The engine design by David Eley was a
masterpiece simplicity and rigidity, so much so that it
lived on in developed form for nearly 30 years. At
803cc, the bore and stroke were the same as Austin's
(Continued on page 26)

President’s Message (cont.)
on the 12th. of January has been moved at the last
monthly meeting to the 19th. of January. I motioned
to move it so that I could be there to chair it because
I will be away that week in Mexico (my wife booked
it) and it was gracefully voted on and approved by
the members attending the last meeting.
AND, please note that at the AGM, we will be
electing a new board of directors as per our bylaws
requirements. All positions are open including mine,
the president. I have served my 2-year term and
therefore that makes that position open also. You
may have received a phone call from one of the three
people on the nomination committee. We encourage
all members, especially newer members, to consider
stepping up for one of the positions that are available. It's a great way to be involved with the club and
get to know more members. If you are interested in a
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position, please LMK ASAP.
Hopefully, by the end of the next quarter we will see
some clear way forward out of this pandemic and get
back to our regular meetings. I am already looking
forward to spring driving. So at this point I will close
off but not before wishing you all

a very Merry Christmas and all the best
in the new year.
Sincerely,
Charlie Dooley
BCTR President
Cell (604) 240-0133
3

10th Annual Harrison Run - 31st October
After canceling the run twice this fall due to
weather, we finally got a clear day to head off to
Harrison. A good turn out and joining us was: Jerry/
Ann Goulet, Barrie/ Jeannette Puffer, Denis/Judy
Thompson, Jason Webb, Charlie Dooley, Andrew
Ward and Dennis Popowich.
After an enjoyable lunch at the Old Settler Pub we
headed back home.
Ken & Joanne Nicoll TR6
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Cars and Coffee United Blvd - 31st Oct

Cars and Coffee on Halloween at United Blvd was extremely well
attended. It was a cold morning, but sunny, so the top came
off. Olivier was there with his Miata, Allan with his Mustang, me
with the 250, and
one other TR6.
Greg W TR250

8th November
It was nice to get a short top down drive in today,
and I now have speakers in the head rest, thanks to
Roy Kingerlee. Nice upgrade.
Greg W TR250
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen
my high school classes for the day when
I walked up to the house, and wow!
That little car made a big impression on
me on that fall day in 1972. A wooden
dash with all sorts of gauges and dials
and switches. Two doors and a lowprofile; including, wire wheels. Totally
cool.
Fast forward many decades, and Cousin
Sally, who purchased the car new in
1968 from an authorized Triumph dealership in Los Angeles, wanted to dispose of the TR4A IRS, so I jumped on
that opportunity in February 2006, and
so… a new hobby was born, and many
It was an early autumn day in Carson City, Nevada, and parked in our driveway at home was this red
-colored, bright and shiny, cool-looking, little sports
car. I was captivated by its presence. Two family relatives were on a road trip up Hiway 395 from L.A. to
Carson City in their 1968 Triumph TR4A IRS. Cousin
Sally — the
car’s owner,

6

adventures were experienced — the majority of experiences have been pleasant and some not-sopleasant — since acquiring the TR4A IRS.
That first glimpse of the Triumph was during my
junior year in high school. Cousin Sally lived in Los
Angeles, and I and my family were living in Fremont,
California in 2006. The old, dilapidated, TR4A sat in a

was a jovial
and enthusiastic person, and
she was always seeking
out an adventure in her
Little British

single car garage for who knows how many decades,
and it was in pretty bad shape.
It was a cold, clear day in the L.A. Basin when the
Triumph was picked up. There was snow on all of
the mountain tops that surrounded the L.A. Basin. A
friend and I pushed the old car out of its single car
garage and onto a flatbed trailer. After securing it
with numerous tie-down straps, we headed back to

Car.
I had just
gotten out of

the Bay Area on Interstate 5 and Hiway 101. As we
drove along in the Studio City and Burbank areas,
people were honking, giving us the thumbs-up sign,
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
and even taking pictures of the car on the
trailer and us, too. Puzzled, I quickly called
Cousin Sally, and asked her what’s going on.
“They think that you’re a movie star, honey.
Get used to the attention!” What was I in
for?!
It was only several months after acquiring
the Triumph that I realized that this new-tome hobby was daunting, and that I was going
to need plenty of help, guidance, and advice
in order to get it running, so I joined the Triumph Travelers Sports Car Club, TTSCC.
The TTSCC quickly identified the roadmap
and the resources to bring the car into the 21st century, so that it would become a reliable motorcar

make it easier to shift; that is, the fluid was applied
on top of the carpet covering the tunnel, and hoping

and something to have fun with on the road. The
equipment and tools required, the sources of parts
and machine shop services, not to mention the
achievements that would need to be accomplished
in order to have a reliable car, and the club’s members also provided the inspiration needed to get the
Triumph up-andrunning.

that it would make its way to the gears. Third gear
was nonexistent. I ripped out the entire carpet set
after pushing it into the garage, for the car stunk to
high heaven.
On one fateful day, the connecting rod for cylinder number one flew through the engine block. I
suspect that Cousin Sally ran the car low on oil as
she was bombing around the L.A. Basin. Was the lev-

Cousin Sally was
brutal on the car.
Several examples
are in order here
to justify that
statement…She
would pour gear
lube on top of the

el of the engine oil checked before hitting the roads
that day? We’ll never know the answer to that question.
Can you imagine the noise that that horrific episode would have made? As a result, whoever repaired it did so by using a small patch of quarterinch-thick plate, and they arc welded that plate into
place. The damaged block was sufficiently repaired,

transmission
thinking that that
action would

but there was a very tiny pinhole where a small
amount of oil oozes out every time the engine is
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
(Continued from page 7)

running; as a result, the undercarriage is well
lubricated, even

coolant passage, and that the damaged area was
situated in between the two main journals’ webs.
Furthermore, they relayed the fact that the original
repair had been executed with the utmost care, so
that there was no need for concern about its effect
on reliability or performance going forward.

to this day, a single drop at a
time!
The engine was
completely rebuilt in 2009 by
Rob’s Auto Machine. The machine shop — still located in Hayward and opera-

In addition to overhauling the entire engine, Rob’s
Auto Machine installed the ARP high performance
cylinder head stud kit and the rear main seal conversion kit.
While the engine was being rebuilt, the fourspeed manual transmission was delivered to a local
tranny shop in Fremont for a complete overhaul. I
sat down with the shop’s owner, and we scoured
the Moss Motors catalog for the parts needed by

tional to this day — mostly performs services on
drag race engines. They told me that they had a
blast overhauling the engine, because it wasn’t just
another mundane high-performance engine project!
Rob’s Auto Machine assessed the damaged area
during the rebuild, and assured me that the hole in
the block was not located near any oil gallery, nor a

the shop to properly repair the tranny back to its
normal state of operations.
The TTSCC held numerous ‘Tune-n-Tech’ events
over the years, and I took advantage of those club
sponsored events. In just one Saturday, numerous
members installed a new carpet set; including, the
door panels and those numerous side panels were
replaced with new assemblies. They did the work
while I and Sue fed them well with home-made chili,
plenty of San Francisco extra sourdough bread, and
cheap beer.
Access to a media blaster at many of the ’Tune-nTech’ gatherings was an essential benefit to take
advantage of with the engine and transmission out
of the car. The heater assembly was refurbished to a
like-new condition, and while it was out, its core was
replaced with a high-efficiency core.
The generator was removed and a standard issue
GM alternator was installed. The voltage regular was

8
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
gutted and
turned into a
terminal strip by
jumpering two
of its terminals;
now, its shell is

efficiency core while keeping the original top and
bottom tanks.
The original starter was removed, and a new high
torque starter was installed, so now the engine spins
right into life. With a strong lack of trust of Lucas
electrics, several woven ground straps were placed

a storage container for a
spare set of distributor points.

into service around the engine bay.
The points and condenser were removed in order
to make way for the Pertronix Ignitor Electronic Ignition components were installed after a major break-

At the same
time, the Moss
Motors six-vane
water pump replaced the original unit; in addition,
the 3/8-inch drive belt and pulley set was installed to

down on the road to Triumphest 2012 (held in Big
Bear, California). With the addition of the premium
red-colored rotor, the distributor’s level of performance was increased substantially; now, it’s very
reliable.

power the new alternator and water pump assemblies.
The main benefit from the pulley kit is that the
engine can be turned over by hand. With a 15/16
inch deep socket and a 1/2 inch ratchet — after the
spark plugs have been removed — adjusting
the intake and exhaust valves is a snap to accomplish.

I was 200 miles from home, and the engine
wouldn’t produce any spark. A tow home, at the
tune of 550 bucks, put me in the dog house for quite
a while. The root cause of the failure? That little wire
inside the distributor for the breaker points separat-

Another benefit of the pulley kit is that that
heavy, cast iron, fan hub extension has to be
removed, and that action alone removes about
18 pounds from the front end of the crankshaft; it’s a weight-loss program that’s most
beneficial!
With the original cooling fan removed, an
electric fan was installed on the front side of
the radiator, its temperature controlling circuitry has been installed on the left front shock
tower. The radiator was re-cored with a high
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
ed from one crimped electrical connector, but I
couldn’t isolate that issue while on the side of the
road in Los Banos, for the sun was going down…
That electronic ignition module made all the differ-

The rear Armstrong shock assemblies were removed and a shock absorber conversion kit was installed; it was fabricated to be very stout by a nowclosed company called Blind Moose Fabrication. It
was an easy kit to install; it was simply bolted into
place. Standard issue shock absorbers were also in-

ence in the world regarding ignition system reliability.
The original valve cover had numerous dents in it
and its cork gasket leaked. As a result, a new alloy

stalled at the time of the upgrade.
The original steering wheel was too large in diameter, for it would ride on top of my thighs, and I
couldn’t turn the steering wheel so well, so a Moto-

valve cover was installed on top of a silicone gasket.
Not only does the engine stay cleaner now, but the
valve cover can now be easily removed to adjust the

Lita steering wheel assembly was installed. Now, the
car is easier to steer. The car originally came with 72
-spoke wire rims on it, but they all were out-of-track
and out-of-round, so a complete set of Minilite style
sport rims were installed; including, the spare tire.

(Continued from page 9)

The original steering rack looked like it was in very
bad condition, so a new high ratio steering rack was
installed into service. Every suspension bushing was
replaced with the red-colored Prothane bushings,
for the original bushings were worn well beyond
their service limits. The original front disc brake assemblies were weak at their best, so the uprated
disc brake kit from Moss Motors was the ticket to

valves, and it looks a lot better than that stamped
cover.
A spin-on oil filter adapter kit was installed. Now,
the oil filter elements are easily obtained from NAPA
auto parts stores, and frequently they are on sale,
too. Of course, to make draining the oil an easy task,

address that issue.
In the state of Washington, only a rear license
plate is required for a collector car registration, so a
license plate mount badge holder was installed up
front. Now, the BCTR club badge is proudly displayed
- as well a badge from the 2008 Triumphest at Lake
Tahoe. The two badges highlight a unique Union Jack
plate.

one of those engine oil drain valves was installed
from Moss Motors. Changing the oil and oil filter is a
quick and easy job now!

As a safety enhancement, LED bulbs purchased
from LiteZupp Industries were installed for the rear
running lights and brake lights, the front turn signals

10
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
(under the white lenses) along with
the appropriate turn signal relay,
both headlights, and all of the instrument panel lights. What a major
difference they made from a safety
standpoint! While driving at night, I
can actually see the markings on all

The TR4A never had a luggage rack,
so a new one was acquired when it
was on promotion, and it was carefully installed on top of that new
paint job. To add a bit of nostalgia
to the TR4A as it motors down the
road, a vintage piece of luggage

of the instruments and decipher
what they’re indicating.
In addition to having LED lamps,
installing the HVDA 5-speed conversion kit was a must-have safety enhancement, too. The transmission
selected for the conversion was Toyota’s W58 transmission, and it was acquired from a lad who lives in

was attached to the new luggage
rack.
Getting a thumbs up from many
motorists while driving the TR4A
must indicate that it meets with
their approval as to how it is presented. I am very proud of my Triumph!
Attending club functions, car shows, and Triumph-

Smithfield, Kentucky. He mentioned that he drove all
over the East Coast locating and buying up any W58
transmission that he could find; then, he would prep
them, so that they could be sold to those who were
installing the HVDA kit; an interesting retirement occupation to say the least. A stainless steel clutch
housing cover crowned the project.
Before reinstalling the carpet, that sound-

related events have kept me busy. All of these
events provide a platform to make new friends, see
new places, and to discover what else that needs to
be upgraded or fixed on the car. Indeed, every adventure is a new experience for me and the car.
The very first Triumphest that I attended was held
at South Lake Tahoe in 2008. It snowed and the wind
howled throughout the entire event. I drove a daily

deadening material was applied to the inside surfaces of both doors and at many different spots on the
floor pans. What a difference that material made to
deaden the sheet metal from singing while driving
the car.
Well… if the transmission was out of the car, why
not have the car painted? This massive undertaking
was completed with a few days to spare before

driver to that event and I was glad that I did. For
Triumphest 2009, I drove from the Bay Area to San
Luis Obispo with the original wire wheels, and in Gilroy the car was all over the road, so I pulled over and
determined that the hardware for the wire wheel
adapter for the left front tire had completely loosened itself, and the tire had almost come off! I have
carried a floor jack in the boot ever since that scary

departing for Triumphest 2018 in Sacramento. The
work was accomplished at Gary’s Auto Body & BBQ
in Everson.

episode.
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
The ignition system failure in
the primary circuit while on the
road to Triumphest 2012 made
me rethink what tools and sup-

St. Helens KOA, the Grants Pass
KOA, and the Mt. Lassen/
Shingletown KOA). The return trip
revealed the six different covered
bridges in Cottage Grove, Oregon;
the Best Western Cottage Grove

plies — that I needed to carry in
the boot — took me to a higher
tier of preparedness. Breaking
down in Los Banos was not a

Inn was an excellent overnight stop
-over before heading home to
Lynden early the next morning.
Our first ATDI one was the 2016

(Continued from page 11)

pleasant experience. I don’t
speak Spanish and several gang
bangers were circling my parking spot in the downtown area
while I was waiting for the tow to show up. Luckily,

gathering in Campbell River. What
a great adventure! The LBC got a
lot of attention on the ferry ride
from Tsawwassen to Nanaimo, for
it was surrounded by SUVs and pickup trucks. A

it didn’t take long for the flat bed tow truck to show
up; the 200-mile-long trip back home provided plenty of time for conversation with the driver.
Triumphest 2013 was a blast in San Rafael, California. The weather was excellent; all of the events at
the Sonoma Raceway were enticing; driving around
Marin County’s backroads was engaging; the concours d’elegance was an amazing display at the Mar-

failed spark plug wire heading up Highway 19A from
Rathtrevor Beach Provincial Park to Campbell River
was annoying, but it was quickly diagnosed by someone — who owned a repair shop — during the car
show on Saturday. A new spark plug wire set purchased from the local NAPA store cured the squawk.
Painter’s Lodge was joy to stay at and all of the various activities going on in the car park each day were

in Yacht Club; besides the regular car show, the Embassy Suites by Hilton was a venue to enjoy, too. The
duck pond at the Civic Center was a short walk from
the hotel were RC sailboats glided across the water
along with the ducks and geese.
Triumphest 2018 in Sacramento was an opportunity to get caught up with the members of the Triumph Travelers Sports Car Club. I hung out at the

a delight to see. Saturday night’s gala event included
a great assortment of food to dine on and plenty of
conversation to engage in on that beautiful summer
evening.
The Triumph has only attended two Western
Washington All British Field Meets… 2017 and 2021.
What an amazing gathering of British cars! It’s certainly a venue that can accommodate such a large

hotel for the most part and relaxed. The trip down
to the Golden State was fun-filled, for I tent camped
at three different KOAs (the Longview North/Mount

collection of vintage cars and motorcycles. The swap
meet offers a lot of enticing parts to collect, vintage

12
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Feature Member - Bryant Paulsen (cont.)
display, looking at the cool airplanes was a joy, too.
It only took about ten minutes to walk to the village
of Eastsound, where one could visit the various
shops and restaurants. One merchant offered some
great tasting ice cream at their shop.
Once upon a time — on that blissful autumn day
in 1972 — a TR4A IRS appeared in the driveway at
home, and the impression that it left on me was profound. Cousin Sally wanted it to stay in the family,
magazines to enhance one’s library, and memorabilia for period correct presentations, if one so desires.
One unique show was the Orcas Road Classics
Drive-In that was held on Orcas Island in August

and rather than selling it to someone else, and I was
the chosen one to acquire it many decades later.
What an amazing life it has been since early 2006.
Having no clue as to what I was getting into, I have
been energized by what it would take to make it a

2017. It was an anything-you-can-drive-to-show
kind of car show in Eastsound. In addition, there was
a fly-in at the Orcas Island Airport. A pancake breakfast at
the local
fire hall
was a
great way

reliable road car. Belonging to two clubs empowered
me to accomplished things that I never thought that
I would be doing. Support from all club members,
both past and the present, has been amazing. The
Triumph is a delight to drive to ATDI or Triumphest,
or on a club run, or to just brighten my day just by
motoring through the countryside around Lynden
and the surrounding area.

to start
the day.
What a
fun-filled
Saturday!
Besides
checking
out the

Creating new experiences is what owning a Triumph sports car is all about. Making new friends,
visiting new places, learning new skills, and participating in a wide variety of events has been beneficial, and it has kept my life in balance. Certainly,
owning a Triumph has made my character more vigorous, more resistant to difficulties, and it has enriched my life’s experiences. Hey… the TR4A IRS is a

wide variety of
cars on

blast to drive, too!
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An Island Experience
Along with Barry and Jeannette Puffer, we took
the 10:00 A.M. ferry to Duke Point and headed up
Island to Comox. After checking into our suite we
joined Joanne’s sister Lynn for dinner at the Avenue
Bistro.
The next morning we headed up to Telegraph
Cove, three hours north of Campbell River, where
we had rented a cozy cabin for 2 nights. Waking up
the next morning to a cloudy day, Joanne and myself
took in a grizzle bear tour that lasted all day. We saw
grizzlies, killer whales, porpoises sea lions and many
marine birds. Coming back to our cabin in late afternoon was a cozy fire and the smell of dinner waiting
for us thanks to Barrie and Jeannette.
In the morning with the sun shining, we headed
down to Qualicum where we stayed for 2 days. On
the way down, we stopped at Nymph Falls Nature
Park for a beautiful hike to the magnificent falls. The
next day we toured Cathedral Grove, old growth forest and Goats on the Roof in Coombes.
Catching the 10:00 A.M. ferry the following day,
we headed home.
Ken Nicoll
TR6
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London to Brighton Commemorative Run - 2 Nov
The weather was clear and windy. Joining me was
my son-in-law Eric. We drove over to Keith’s place
and headed out to join up with the group in South
Delta. There were more than 60 vehicles taking part
in the 23rd run. Joining us there was Andy McLean
and his dog.
We didn’t head back to Delta; instead we had
lunch at the Murrayville Town Pub. Keith’s wife Ellen
joined us.
Ken Nicoll TR6
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Jon and Claudia’s Next Amazing Road Trip
Following on from their previous trip, (see Dec
2019 newsletter) Jon and Claudia Korbin recount
their latest Homeric TR6 adventure.

meets, by late 2020 there was hope that they would
be open for the 2021 season, by spring we were certain we would be going to both Baker City and Richmond. Soon after Triumphest 2021 became a done deal.
Now to plan a reasonable drive to connect
them. Actually we had been planning a
route since 2019 and all it really took was
a little tweaking.
The California fires caused us to change
our route by adding a day and driving the
California coast instead through the eastern part of the state. Ventura to Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa to Crescent City, and then
through the redwoods to La Pine Oregon.

Beginning September 11, 2021 to October 18,
2021 Claudia and I drove almost 9000
miles in Iris, our 1973 Magenta TR6.
Ventura California to Baker City, Oregon to Richmond Virginia then back to
Flagstaff, Arizona and finally home to

From La Pine to Baker City for the Summer
Tour/ All British Field Meet. We arrived a
day early so we would have time to do some exploring, around the area. We
took a drive to the National Historic Oregon
Trail Interpretive Center,
there was lots of good

Ventura.
We attended the Summer Tour/
Idaho All British Field Meet in Baker
City, Oregon, the 6 Pack Trials in Richmond, Virginia, then Triumphest 2021
in Flagstaff, Arizona.
In 2019 we committed to the Idaho
Summer Tour and the 6 Pack Trials for

information about the
western movement on
the Oregon Trail.
For us the draw was the
promise of a steam train
ride in 2019. It was a cool
ride of about 45 minutes
to end of track, then a

the 2020 driving season, but as we all
know, Covid 19 shut down all local
events as well as all the national

lunch break, and then a
45 minute ride back. In
Baker City we found Glac-
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Jon and Claudia’s Next Amazing Road Trip (cont.)
ier 45, a distillery that has an agreement with the
Caroll Shelby Foundation to produce Caroll Shelby
Bourbon. We, of course, purchased a bottle. The All
British Field Meet was held in a great little park in
downtown Baker City, lots of cool British cars on display.
Our road trip continued the next morning as we
began our journey to Richmond, Virginia. The next
two days were just driving, from Baker City to Ogden, Utah and then to Cheyenne, Wyoming. It was
cold and icy when we left Cheyenne, with a little
rain. Driving into Nebraska we shifted to state and
county roads to get to Courthouse and Jailhouse
Rock, finally down a dirt road to a parking area
where we took advantage of the photo opportunity.

Company made picnic baskets, and built their headquarters in the shape of a giant picnic basket, handles and all. From there to Dresden, Ohio to see the

The rocks were visibly for miles as we drove into
central Nebraska and on our way to an overnight
stay in Grand Junction, Nebraska.
We left early the next morning for Brookfield,
Missouri, again taking small county roads we went
to the geographical center of the US (lower 48
states), providing a great photo opportunity. From
there to the biggest ball of twine in another small
Kansas town, and then on to highway 36 to our hotel in Brookfield, Missouri. Highway 36 crosses most
of our country and seemed like a good road to travel
for the next few days.
The next day we stopped in Casey Illinois to see
the largest rocking chair and a few “largest” items,
but the road was closed so all we got was the rocking chair and the largest wind chime, then on to Brazil, Indiana for the night.
Newark, Ohio was on our list of places to stop because of the Longaberger Building. Longaberger
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Jon and Claudia’s Next Amazing Road Trip (cont.)
on our trip. Of course we had to go to the
Cooperstown Distillery.
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania was our next
stop, I wish we had had more time to explore, but we saw as much as we could in
the time we had. From Gettysburg we
reached Richmond, Virginia, passing
through Harpers Ferry, a great scenic drive,
but also because we had arrived at our second goal of our road trip….. The 6 Pack Tri-

(Continued from page 17)

largest actual picnic basket, pretty cool, then on to
Steubenville Ohio for the night.
Next morning we headed to Shanksville, Pennsylvania and the 911 Memorial for Flight 93. Quite the
emotional morning for us. We then drove
through central Pennsylvania to Niagara
Fall, New York, a beautiful drive through

als 2021. The next morning we took a drive
to Three Crosses Distillery, and decided
that we should head out to Appomattox
where the surrender was signed. The Trials
were well organized and planned by Mike and Janet
Roe, the drives were great and the car show in the
Moss Motors parking lot was well chosen, and the
banquet was in a spectacular museum, the Keystone
Antique Truck and Tractor Museum. I have been doing this for almost 40 years, and this was one of the

small town and beautiful countryside……
but it was almost a 10 hour drive! Niagara
Falls was more than we expected, the
falls were incredible especially at night,
only drawback was that we couldn’t walk
into Canada.
Cooperstown, New York and the Baseball Hall of Fame was a dream come true
of me. I saw my first Dodger game in 1958
in the LA Memorial Coliseum, and
Cooperstown was our first two night stop
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Jon and Claudia’s Next Amazing Road Trip (cont.)
best locations I can remember.
We made reservations at Monticello for Sunday,
so we said our goodbyes and headed for Charlottesville and a tour of Monticello. The tour was
really great and lived up to our expectations, a marvelous part of our adventure.

countryside of North Carolina and Kentucky. Here
too we spent two nights so we could visit some of
the local distilleries, problem was they required reservations. We made some calls and got into two
great distilleries and spent time walking around
Bardstown.

The next morning we left for Asheville, North Carolina. The drive and countryside was beautiful and
the rural roads made for fantastic Triumph driving.
Since we were spending two nights in Asheville we

Memphis, Tennessee was our next stop, we were
going to spend two nights there also, but left the
next morning for Fort Smith, Arkansas where we did
stay two nights. The drive from Memphis was also

made a reservation to see the Biltmore Estate. Even
with the constant rain the tour and the views were
great. After the tour of Biltmore we went to an apple
cider distillery…… very tasty, but we didn’t have
room for a bottle. The next stop was Bardstown,

on smaller state and county roads, stopping in Hot
Springs, Arkansas at the Crystal Springs Distillery, a
pre prohibition distillery. Bill Clinton spent his childhood in Hot Springs.
The road from Fort Smith to Amarillo, Texas was a

Kentucky and another beautiful drive thought the

harrowing drive, lots of rain as we left Arkansas with
high winds. We stuck to the 40, soon the rain
stopped but the winds were still bothersome. Cadillac Ranch was next, we had been reading about it for
years, and as it turns out it was a surprisingly cool
place. The Midpoint Café was our next stop on route
66, which was closed, but we took the photo opportunity to get our TR in front of the midpoint sign. Albuquerque was our stop for the night, and from
there we went to Flagstaff.
On the way to Flagstaff, Arizona we drove through
the Painted Desert National Park and the Petrified
Forest National Park, beautiful and stark at the same
time. We arrived at Triumphest 2021 enjoying the
cold mornings and brisk afternoons. Triumphest was
its usual spectacular showing of Triumph automobiles, a great show for all who attended.
Jon and Claudia Korbin
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TR4 Fastback
While perusing the Triumph Experience forums
recently I came across the following pictures of a fairly unique looking 1963 TR4. It is owned by Reinoud
de Kort who lives near Antwerp in Belgium. There is
nothing in the post to suggest that anything other
than the fastback is non-standard about the TR4.

I was quite intrigued by this and tried to find out
more on the internet but searches produced very
little in the way of information.
The only thing that seemed to be known was that
it is not made by the same coachbuilders that built
the Dove, but was a US fabrication made in very limited numbers. Personally I like the appearance better
than the Dove.
Then I found another forum post from Triumph
Experience. This one dated back to 2014 and was
from a member seeking information about the fastback hard top on his TR4 (https://
www.triumphexp.com/forum/tr4-and-tr4a-forum.7/
seeking-tr4-gt-fastback-information.1244692/)

The original post can be seen at:
https://www.triumphexp.com/registry/1963Triumph-TR4-BCT1734XLO.50049/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter

Close to the end of the thread on this post was a
copy of an advert from an undated, unnamed magazine showing the original manufacturer of these
tops. This turned out the be a company called Plous
Developers of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
And that seems to be where the trail ends. The
advert doesn't contain much in the way of information, other than the price - $255.
(Continued on page 23)
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JUST FOR FUN – MEN VS. WOMEN
The following article was sent in by Charlie Dooley
and was originally published in the BC Corvette Club
newsletter. Our thanks go to David Coe, the club
president for permission to reprint it and to Harv
Schimdke for the original article.

Oil Change Instructions for Women :
1. Pull up to Quick Lube when the mileage
reaches 5000 km since last oil change.
2. Drink a cup of coffee.
3. 15 minutes later, pay with Visa and leave
with a properly maintained vehicle.
Money spent: Oil Change: $50.00 + Coffee:
free Total: $50.00

Oil Change Instructions for Men :
1. Wait until Saturday, drive to auto parts
store and buy oil, filter, kitty litter, hand
cleaner and a scented tree, for $50.00.
2. Stop at liquor store to buy a case of beer.
3. Jack car up. Spend 30 minutes looking for
jack stands.
4. In frustration, open another beer and
drink it.
5. Find jack stands under kid's bikes.
6. Place drain pan under engine.
7. Look for 13mm box end wrench.
8. Give up and use crescent wrench.
7. Unscrew drain plug.
8. Drop drain plug in pan of hot oil: splash
hot oil on you in process. Cuss.
9. Crawl out from under car, wipe hot oil
from face and arms. Throw kitty litter on
spilled oil.
10.Have another beer while watching oil
drain.
11.Spend 30 minutes looking for oil filter
wrench.
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12.Give up; hammer a screwdriver through
oil filter and twist off.
13. Cleverly hide old oil filter among trash
in trash can to avoid environmental
penalties.
14. Install new oil filter making sure to
apply a thin coat of oil to gasket
surface.
15. Dump first litre of fresh oil into engine.
16. Remember drain plug from step 9.
17. Hurry to find drain plug in drain pan.
18. Throw kitty litter on first litre of fresh
oil that is now on the floor.
15. Wipe eyes with oily rag. Slip with
crescent wrench and bang knuckles on
frame removing skin from knuckles.
16. Begin cussing. Throw crescent wrench.
17. Clean up hands and bandage as
required to stop blood flow.
18. Cuss for 5 more minutes because
wrench hit car trophy. Drink Beer
19. Clean up hands and bandage as
required to stop blood flow. Drink Beer
20. Dump in 5 fresh litres of oil. Drink Beer
21. Lower car from jack stands.
22. Test drive car.
23. Get pulled over: arrested for driving
under the influence.
24. Call loving wife to post bail.
25. 12 hours later, get car from impound.
Money spent: Parts: $50.00 + DUI fine:
$2500.00 + Impound fee: $75.00 + Bail:
$1500.00 + Beer: $20.00
Total: $4,145.00
But you know the job was done right!
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Spark Tester
Another article from Triumph Experience newsletter
forum; I came across a question about electronic ignition problems and among the responses was the
following from Tonyfixit of Duncan BC. Thanks to
Tony for permission to reproduce this.
So there is a spark at the spark plug, but still the engine will not start or run!
A problem like this can drive you insane, but often
we just forget Paschen's law!
Paschen discovered that the resistance to a spark
arcing increased by it's surrounding pressure. Simply
put, a spark may easily jump a gap of -030 in the
open air, but not have sufficient power to fire under
compression in the engines combustion chamber.
As a rule of thumb a good ignition spark should be
able to jump at least 1/4" (4mm) in normal atmospheric pressure.

screw or small bolt and a Crocodile clip.
1) Take the spark plug and smash the porcelain electrod insulation, and cut off a section of the centre
electrode with it's connector.

This simple device can me made in minutes, often
from scrap, and will not only show that your ignition

2) Cut about 2" (5cm) from the barrel of the pen (it is
better if this is black or dark plastic, as this makes
seeing the spark easier)
has a spark, but can also indicate if that spark is
strong enought to reliably power your engine.

3) About 2/3s down the barrel, file or cut a window
in the plastic about 3/8 • (10mm) long.

Fig A) shows some things you could use (but don't be
afraid to improvise) an old spark, a plug, a pen, a
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Spark Tester (cont.)
6) Similarly press the screw on the crocadile clip into
the other end of the barrel leaving a 'spark gap' of
about 1/4" (4mm). You should be able to rotate the
barrel window for ease of viewing.
It is nice to be able to adjust this gap to help determine how strong (or weak) your spark may be.

4) Crimp the screw in the handle of the Crocadile clip
(l soldered this one for good measure)
5) Add electrical tape, shrink tubing or something to
make your spark plug electrode a snug
'slip flt' into the pen barrel

TR4 Fastback (cont.)
(Continued from page 20)

I did a search for Plous Developers and
unfortunately came up with a blank so I
guess they are out of business now. It
seems the idea didn’t catch on and no one
else took it up.
Too bad they didn’t make more of
them.
If anyone has any more information,
please feel free to share it in the newsletter.
Ed.
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Le Mans 1959 TR3S Factory Race Car
To the average eye they looked pretty
standard especially on the outside. The
bodies were though, 6” longer (in the
front wings and bonnet) to house a fully
radical new engine. They stuck to the
under 2 litre engine limit as they realized
there would be no point in trying to compete with Ferrari, Aston Martin or Jaguar,
all Big Boys.
This new engine was five layers contain-

In the 1955 24 Hours of Le Mans Triumph fielded
three actual stock TR3’s which were taken off the
production line, taken apart to make sure everything
was well within spec then reassembled and raced.
All three finished well up in the field. Cars in general
were going through fast development in the 1950s
and this pushed Triumph to develop an even faster
car. They started in 1957 and it took them eventually to 1961 to finally have something bullet proof.

24

ing an aluminum sump, cast iron lower
and upper crankcases, cylinder block and
the aluminum twin overhead cam arrangement all held together with very
long bolts. The radical head was hemi spherical with
its cams being driven by chains. The bulbous sprocket covers ended up giving the engine its name
“Sabrina”, the name of a pin up model of the time.
The other unique feature of this engine is the dual
twin coke carburetors used (SU DU6 units). I saw a
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Le Mans 1959 TR3S Factory Race Car (cont.)
pair of these in England a
number of years ago, very
cool. The engine never produced to the upper HP
hoped for but it did put out
160 HP at 7,000 RPM. The
engine was over square,
something new for Triumph
at the time.
The cars were run first in
the 1959 event but disaster
struck. They had been using
standard off the production
line cooling fans and one by
one the fans started coming
apart taking out hoses radiators, etc. when they broke. They took the fan off
the third car and it continued to run fine averaging
105 MPH. It made it up to 7th place overall, something pretty special for a 1985cc capacity car. With
less than two ours remaining the oil
pump drive sheared putting the car
out of the race.

There are apparently a few still out there. Keep your
eyes peeled, you might find one.
Bryan W, TR3

I’ve included a picture of the TR3A S
car with its special “heavy” fibreglass
body work. Yes those days they used
fibreglass like boat builders. It was
close to 400 lbs heavier than a standard TR3A. Also included is a picture of
the Sabrina engine with its special
carbs and a third picture of one of the
last Sabrina engines knows to exist.
No one seems to know if they produced 10 or 30 of these engines.
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The Standard 8, 10 and Pennant
(Continued from page 3)

Standard 8 Engine Bay

A-series launched two years earlier, but an examination of both engines prove that Eley was in no
way copying that design. For example, the base of
the A-series engine block was at the level of the
crankshaft bearings, whilst Standard's SC (Small
Car) design was much deeper. Also, the A-series
camshaft and pushrods were on the left of the engine (as viewed from the front) whilst Eley’s design
placed them on the right. The SC engine placed the
distributor and dynamo well up on the engine for
easy accessibility, and while each exhaust valve on
the SC engine had its own exhaust port, on the Aseries the two inner ports were siamesed.

body tub. A single Smiths instrument in front of the
driver showed speed, odometer and fuel, and an
open shelf occupied the rest of the dashboard, unless

Eley benefitted from the constraint that the Mayflower’s cylinder boring tools should be reused. This
meant that the cylinder centres were wide enough
apart to bore out to 948cc and provide a 10Hp engine, and this was designed almost concurrently. No
expense was spared in a brand-new Standarddesigned and built four-speed gearbox with synchromesh on the top three ratios, while a new hypoid

radio and heater were specified.
The lightness of construction allowed the complete
car to weigh in at only 14cwt (1 5681bs). A novel
front subframe was bolted to the body tub by just
four bolts; this carried the Burman Douglas steering
and double wishbones and coil springs around telescopic shock absorbers. Though a masterpiece of design and built by Alford and Adler, it was compro-

rear axle on semi-elliptical springs completed the
main mechanical items.
The body of the new car, built by Fisher and Ludlow, incorporated the latest thinking in monocoque
design. Only four-door saloons were ever built.
Though of unitary construction, most of the panels
were of single thickness, the main exceptions being
the box section sills, front chassis legs and a strength-

mised by specifying fulcrum joints and trunnions that
required greasing every 1000 miles.
The relative complexity of the car’s engineering
meant the factory had very little money left for interior trim, chrome or accessories. The most controversial omission was the absence of an opening bootlid,
though the Company made a virtue of this by claiming it stopped dust and water getting in and that the

ening member across the car under the driver’s and
passenger’s floor. To aid repairability, all four wings
and the front valance could be unbolted from the

fold-forward rear seats which provided access to the
boot also improved luggage capacity.
At launch in September 1953, the car was
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The Standard 8, 10 and Pennant (cont.)
equipped with sliding windows in all four doors. tubular hammock seats and very little interior door trim,
while the passenger side windscreen wiper, sun visor
and chromed hubcaps were demoted to the options
list. These savings brought the sale price down to a
tax-inclusive £481 compared to the A30 (a noticeably
smaller car with only two doors) at just over £500,

Pennant

while the four-door Morris Minor Series 2 was a
whopping £631. Ford’s side-valve three-speed Popular was made to look archaic in this company, but as
a two-door it has be admitted it was cheaper at £390
than the bang-up-to-date Standard.
automatic gearbox, from Newton and Bennett, also
Not that Standard were now prepared to rest on
offered by a few other manufacturers. Laycock de
their laurels, as they were quick to develop the car.
Normanville overdrive could also be specified.
Within six months came the launch of the 10Hp verA plethora of model variant names were applied to
sion and the introduction of the booted body, along
with winding windows and other 'luxuries.' A 10Hp
estate car called the Companion was rare in that it
offered four side doors. The range was extended to
include a pick-up and a small van, both rated at 6cwt
and based on the 10Hp. These involved Mulliners of
Birmingham, who converted incomplete Fisher and
Ludlow bodyshells. Standrive was available on 10`s

what were essentially successive iterations and improvements in trim quality — wind-up windows and
fully trimmed doors became the norm, trafficators
were succeeded by flashing indicators, push-button
door handles and carpets were added. Heaters were
offered first as options, then incorporated in the
basic spec, as were windscreen washers. Radios became options, split folding rear seats made the cars

and commercials. This was a two pedal semi-

more versatile (especially when used with opening
boot lids as fitted to all models from 1957), and
leather seats could also be specified.
The competition did not stand still either, of
course. The complexity of reworking the A-series engine to 948cc meant that BMC had no comparable
offering for a further two years, but both the Austin
and Morris were relaunched in 1956 as the A35 and
the Morris Minor 1000. Ford had also introduced the
new Anglia and Prefect 100E in 1953, both still side

Standard 10 Interior
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The Standard 8, 10 and Pennant (cont.)
valve-powered and with just three speeds but with
far more up to date styling than their previous offerings. Standard's response to this increased competition was to continue tweaking trim options, which
were made simply to use up all the bodies that Fisher
and Ludlow could build, which always seemed to be

at the front and fins at the rear. There was also lots
of new chrome that included a waistband all around
the car, used to separate the optional two-tone
paintwork. Fisher and Ludlow continued to supply
the modified shell, even though they wore now firmly ensconced in the BMC empire. The Standard own-

more than Standard could actually sell. There were
only ever two main saloon variants of the 8/10 body
— simply the one with a boot and the one without —
until the Pennant was born.

er moving up from an 8 to a Pennant found that they
had doubled the number of instruments to two, and
gained a lockable glovebox in their padded full width
dashboard. They were surrounded by two-tone trim

By 1957, thoughts of post-war austerity were diminishing and cars of all makes were being built with
features that had previously only been options. And
so Standard took the bold step of moving its Small
Car upmarket. The development budget at the time

and had a reserve fuel tank. but more importantly
their gearbox was now remotely operated by a
'sports car style' gear lever. Otherwise, the Pennant
was mechanically identical to a late Standard 10.
Standrive was offered, but there was no Companion

was mostly absorbed with project ZOBO, which was
to become the Triumph Herald, but that would not
reach market for another two years. Therefore the
SC bodyshell needed to be adapted in the interim,
but there was only a modest outlay available to
achieve it
The Pennant gained its new look by using fashionably peaked headlights and a wide new radiator grille

version.
So what are they like to drive? The basic 8 picked
up immediate praise for relative spaciousness, great
handling and light controls. Though no startling performer, its light weight gave it 45mpg capability. The
engine revs freely and the gear change is precise, despite the long wand that operates it. The car only
needs first gear for starting off when going up a very

Pennant Companion

steep hill.
Girling hydraulic 7in brakes all round were quite
adequate for the modest 26bhp initially produced.
and a 10Hp model with twin SU cams startled the
motoring press by winning the 1956 RAC rally — outright! The carburettor kit was warranted by the factory, who clearly had faith in the robustness of their
engine. Some of these modified cars survive, and
they are highly desirable if you can find one.
An improvement in engine performance happened
(Continued on page 35)
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Message from the Editors

As of the time of putting the newsletter together,
we have been experiencing some of the worst flooding in recent memory in the Fraser Valley and the
interior. The water levels seem to be dropping from
the highs of a few days ago and dykes have been

from the Editors”. In the last 12 months we have
seen quite a change in things from the near lockdown with travel restrictions in the early part of the
year to a more relaxed and open state of affairs we
have now. That is not to say things are back to nor-

restored to some degree but today the rain is
belting down again so who knows what is next. People have been forced to flee the flooding, their
homes and property destroyed and livestock has
been lost. The whys and wherefores have been discussed in all the news outlets and we don’t want to
go into that here. What we do want to say that we
have quite a few club members living in or around

mal, but at least most of us can be out and about
(albeit with masks in a lot of cases) and businesses
can start functioning again. We sincerely hope that
things keep moving in this direction and that we do
not see a never-ending stream of new variants making our present situation the new normal.
We started seeing more car events occurring in
2021 and the major car shows all indicating events

the affected areas and our thoughts and best wishes
are with them as they go through this trying time. So
too with everyone else affected.
This is intended as a bit of a year-end “Message

resuming in 2022. Good to see and something to
look forward to. Indications are that we will soon be
able to start having in-person club meetings again so
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October Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meeting
November 10, 2021 Minutes
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November Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meeting
November 10, 2021 Minutes

Meeting adjourned at 8:46 PM. NEXT Meeting: Wednesday, December 8 th 2021
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From the Editors

Memberships
Memberships

(Continued from page 29)

that members can start to socialize again which,
let’s face it, is why most of us go to the meetings.
We would like to extend a special acknowledgement to some members of the club. Firstly, to
those who have supported the newsletter with
contributions. It is a relatively small group of people but they are consistently there with suggestions and articles for the newsletter. Without them
our job would be much more difficult and the
newsletter would be smaller and a lot less interesting for the readers. We will not name names
but they know who they are. Thanks guys!!!! And
please, to everyone else, think of the newsletter if
you come across an interesting article, a picture,
web page or funny cartoon. Yes, we know we
make the same appeal every newsletter but we
really need and appreciate input from members.
Secondly, Event Organisers. Again, a few club
members who consistently make themselves available to organize events. It is not an easy task by
any means and demanding of considerable time
and effort, but without the events the club would
be only meetings and would soon disintegrate. Try
assisting with one of the events so that you can see
what is involved and maybe do one as well. Someone is going to have to take over sometime, these
guys are not getting younger.
Another “shout out” should go to the club Executive. We may take their efforts for granted as

Membership dues are $40.00 per year and are due
by December 31st.
Family Memberships
Family memberships are $50 for households that
have two continuously active members. The second
member is entitled to vote at all regular BCTR
meetings.
For membership renewals, contact: BCTR Registrar Ken Nicoll kdntr6@gmail.com

Monthly Meetings
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meetings are normally
held the second Wednesday of the month at the
Cloverdale Fairgrounds, 6188 -176 Street, Surrey
(uon) starting at 7:00 pm sharp.
Since the start of restrictions on gatherings and the
temporary closure of the meeting place, club
meetings have been suspended. Please check the
club website frequently for any update on this situation.

the those requirements. They spend a quite a bit of
time making sure the club functions smoothly.
Thank you members of the Executive!
So after all that, if you are still reading…..well
done, we hope that you enjoy this edition of the
newsletter and would like to wish you all the very
best of the Xmas season and a safe and healthy
2022.

most of us rarely see them, especially at the moment with the Zoom meetings. Unfortunately as a
club we are regulated by government legislation
and members of the Executive need to be aware of

From your editors, Bryan and Jonathan
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Regalia
All items available with BCTR Club or standard Triumph logo. Order from Ellen by email: kesparks@shaw.ca
Aerial Flags

Embroidered Cloth Crests
2 inch diameter
$10

$5

United We Drive Pins 1 3/8” x 3/8”

$3

Long Sleeve Henley
Pocket, tagless back
neck, logo horn
buttons, taped neck
and shoulder seams.

Black or olive $42

Men’s Melton Wool Jacket
Leather sleeves and stand-up collar, rib-knot cuffs
and waist band, snap front closures, full Taffeta lining, inside pocket, with logo. Sizes S—5X
$175

You can order direct from Capricorn One in the UK. They have a wide range of Triumph Auto items. Their
website is www.capricorn1.co.uk. All items for all Triumph cars displayed when you click on “Triumph”

Some Club Cars!
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People that make BC Triumph Registry Tick…..

Executive
President
Vice President
Secretary 1/2
Secretary 2/2
Treasurer
Past President
Membership

Charlie Dooley
Lee Cunningham
Lyle Dickson
Robert Strath
Keith Sparkes
Richard Walker
Ken Nicoll

bctriumph@gmail.com
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
bctriumph@gmail.com
kdntr6@gmail.com

Position Vacant
Ken Nicoll
Jerry Goulet
Vladimir Kuzel
Jonathan Clegg
Bryan Wicks
Ellen Sparkes
Lee Cunningham
Jerry Goulet

kdntr6@gmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com
vkuzel@telus.net
jonathanc5885@gmail.com
bryankwicks@aol.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com

Bryan Wicks
John Finlayson
Brian Thomlinson
Bob McDiarmid
Dave Rodger
Barry Puffer
Lee Cunningham

bwicksTR3@gmail.com
john_finlayson@telus.net
thomlinson2@shaw.ca
rjmcdiarmid@telus.net
rosrodger@gmail.com
bpuffer1@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com

Coordinators
Advertising
Club Archivist
Club Assets
Events
Publication Editors

Regalia
VTR Liaison
Webmaster

Technical Reps
TR2/3/3A/3B
TR4/4A
TR5/250
TR6
TR7/8
Spitfire and GT6
Triumph Other
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Upcoming Events—2021/2
If you have an event that you think would be of interest to BCTR members and would like to have included
in this list, please contact Vladi Kuzel- vkuzel@telus.net

Due to the uncertainty of the timing and
occurrence of future events, no calendar
has been included in this issue. Please
check the BCTR web site and email notifications regularly for events .

•
•

For more detailed information and future events, check out the BCTR website: http://
www.bctriumphregistry.com/
All dates are subject to change. The information has been gathered from outside sources and we take no
responsibility for errors or omissions.

The Standard 8, 10 and Pennant (cont.)
(Continued from page 28)

in mid-1957 when both the 8 and 10 were upgraded
to take advantage of improving petrol quality. These
Goldstars had engines painted in gold to signify an
increase in compression ratio and bigger valves. This
made the Goldstar 8 quicker in fact than an early 10.
The Pennant used the Goldstar engine, making it the
fastest of the lot because it was aided by the quicker
gearshift, yet the car was still capable of returning
42mpg (Incidentally the Pennant engine was used
unaltered in the first Herald 948s.)

umph 10s, mainly for North America, together with
around 11,000 Pennants. The company claimed some
42,900 Pennants were built, but recent analysis of
the production records has found a large batch of
missing commission numbers for both Triumph 10s
and Pennants, so these updated figures should now
be considered the most accurate. Small numbers of
7cwt vans and pick-ups gained 1147cc engines and
peaked front wings and continued to be made until
1965, but the remainder of the models were replaced by the Herald in 1959.

The Standard 8 sold 136,000 units in its many guises, hut the more powerful Standard 10 sold an additional 149,000. There were also another 31,OOO Tri-
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Looking Back
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